We study coactions of finite quantum groupoids on unital C˚-algebras and obtain the Tannaka-Krein reconstruction theorem for them.
Introduction
As shown in [21] , [22] , weak Hopf C˚-algebra in the sense of [3] and their coideal C˚-subalgebras play important role in the description of Jones's tower of II 1 -subfactors with finite index and finite depth. It is also known that any fusion category can be realized as a representation category of a weak Hopf algebra [9] . This explains the interest in the construction of concrete examples of these objects and in the classification of their coideal subalgebras.
In this paper we use the term "a finite quantum groupoid" instead of "a weak Hopf C˚-algebra" because a groupoid C˚-algebra and an algebra of functions on a usual finite groupoid carry this type of a structure. Some particular constructions of finite quantum groupoids were proposed in [32] and [20] (see also the survey [23] and references therein), but the general way to construct them is the application of the Hayashi's reconstruction theorem of Tannaka-Krein type [10] to concrete tensor categories.
The above approach was used in [13] , where a series of concrete finite quantum groupoids was constructed using Tambara-Yamagami categories [28] . These categories belong to the much wider family of Z{2Z-extensions of pointed fusion categories classified in [29] . The problem of the description of coideal C˚-subalgebras of a given finite quantum groupoid is even harder, and until now only two concrete families of such subalgebras constructed in [13] "by hand" are known.
On the other hand, a similar problem exists in the theory of compact quantum groups (CQG), where a lot of concrete examples were constructed using well-known Woronowicz's reconstruction theorem of Tannaka-Krein type [33] . As for the description of coideal C˚-subalgebras of a given CQG, the recent papers on categorical duality for (co)actions of CQG on C˚-algebras proved to be very useful -see [6] , [7] , [15] , [18] .
Our aim, here and in a subsequent work, is to develop a similar approach for the study of finite quantum groupoid coactions on C˚-algebras and to apply it to the description of coideal C˚-subalgebras of concrete finite quantum groupoids. The first step in this project is to formulate and to prove the general duality statement -Theorem 1.1 below.
Let us describe the structure of the paper. In Section 2 we recall basic definitions and results on finite quantum groupoids following [3] and [23] . We also translate the representation theory of these objects treated in [4] and [19] into the language of unitary corepresentations and C˚-tensor categories suitable for the construction of the categorical duality. Finally, we translate into this language the reconstruction theorem proved in [10] and [27] .
In Section 3 we develop the theory parallel to the one of CQG coactions [2] . Doing this, we simplify significantly, in our particular case, some constructions related to coactions of general measured quantum groupoids -see [8] , [32] . Let a be a coaction of a finite quantum groupoid G on a unital C˚-algebra A (called a G-C˚-algebra) we get the canonical implementation of a and study the properties of the spectral subspaces (isotypical components) of A. Note that the subalgebra of fixed points of A with respect to a can be strictly smaller than the spectral subspace corresponding to the trivial corepresentation of G (in the CQG case they are equal). This creates specific problems that we solve in Sections 4,5 and 6 devoted to the proof of our main result which is parallel to [6] , Theorem 6.4 and [15] , Theorem 3.3: Theorem 1.1 Let G be a regular coconnected finite quantum groupoid. Then the following two categories are equivalent:
(i) The category of unital G-C˚-algebras with unital G-equivariant˚-homomorphisms as morphisms.
(ii) The category of pairs pM, Mq, where M is a left module C˚-category over C˚-tensor category UCoreppGq of unitary corepresentations of G and M is a generator in M, with equivalence classes of unitary module functors respecting the prescribed generators as morphisms.
This proof divides into three parts. First, given a unital G-C˚-algebra A, we show in Section 4 that the category D A of finitely generated equivariant C˚-correspondences whose morphisms are equivariant maps, is a strict left module category over UCoreppGq. The algebra A itself is a generator in D A . The idea of such a construction in the CQG case was proposed in [6] .
Vice versa, it is shown in [15] that any pair pM, Mq as above generates so-called weak tensor functor. Using this functor, we construct in Section 5 an algebra whose C˚-completion is a unital G-C˚-algebra. Finally, we show in Section 6 that the two above mentioned constructions are mutually inverse which gives the equivalence of the categories in question.
It was shown in [14] in the CQG case that UCoreppGq-module categories parameterized by unitary tensor (not weak tensor !) functors correspond to Yetter-Drinfeld G-C˚-algebras. In a subsequent work we expect to get a similar result for finite quantum groupoids and to apply it to the description of coideal C˚-subalgebras of quotient type.
Our standard references are: [12] for general categories, [9] for tensor categories, [17] for C˚-and C˚-tensor categories, [11] for Hilbert C˚-modules, and [23] for finite quantum groupoids.
2 Finite quantum groupoids, their representations, comodules and corepresentations 1 . Finite quantum groupoids A weak Hopf C˚-algebra G " pB, ∆, S, εq is a finite dimensional C˚-algebra B with the comultiplication ∆ : B Ñ B b B, counit ε : B Ñ C, and antipode S : B Ñ B such that pB, ∆, εq is a coalgebra and the following axioms hold for all b, c, d P B :
(1) ∆ is a (not necessarily unital)˚-homomorphism :
∆pbcq " ∆pbq∆pcq, ∆pb˚q " ∆pbq˚, The right hand sides of two last formulas are called target and source counital maps ε t and ε s , respectively. Their images are unital C˚-subalgebras of B called target and source counital subalgebras B t and B s , respectively.
The dual vector spaceB has a natural structure of a weak Hopf C˚-algebraĜ " pB,∆,Ŝ,εq given by dualizing the structure operations of B: ă ϕψ, b ą " ă ϕ b ψ, ∆pbq ą, ă∆pϕq, b b c ą " ă ϕ, bc ą, ăŜpϕq, b ą " ă ϕ, Spbq ą, ă φ˚, b ą " ă ϕ, Spbq˚ą, for all b, c P B and ϕ, ψ PB. The unit ofB is ε and the counit is 1. The counital subalgebras commute elementwise, we have S˝ε s " ε t˝S and SpB t q " B s . We say that B is connected if B t X ZpBq " C (where ZpBq is the center of B), coconnected if B t X B s " C, and biconnected if both conditions are satisfied.
The antipode S is unique, invertible, and satisfies pS˝˚q 2 " id B . We will only consider regular quantum groupoids, i.e., such that S 2 | Bt " id. In this case, there exists a canonical positive element H in the center of B t such that S 2 is an inner automorphism implemented by G " HSpHq´1, i.e., S 2 pbq " GbG´1 for all b P B. The element G is called the canonical group-like element of B, it satisfies the relation ∆pGq " pG b Gq∆p1q " ∆p1qpG b Gq.
There exists a unique positive functional h on B, called a normalized Haar measure such that
We will dehote by H h the GNS Hilbert space generated by B and h and by Λ h : B Ñ H h the corresponding GNS map.
Unitary representations
By definition, the objects of the category UReppGq of unitary representations of G are left B-modules of finite rank such that the underlying vector space is a Hilbert space H with a scalar product ă¨,¨ą such that ă b¨v, w ą"ă v, b˚¨w ą, for all v, w P H, b P B, and morphisms are B-linear maps. It is a semisimple linear category whose simple objects are irreducible B-modules. It is also a tensor category: for objects H 1 , H 2 P UReppGq, define their tensor product as the Hilbert subspace ∆p1 B q¨pH 1 b H 2 q of the usual tensor product together with the action of B given by ∆. Here we use the fact that ∆p1 B q is an orthogonal projection.
The tensor product of morphisms is the restriction of the usual tensor product of B-module morphisms. Let us note that any H P UReppGq is automatically a B t -bimodule via z¨v¨t :" zSptq¨v, @z, t P B t , v P E, and that the above tensor product is in fact b Bt , moreover the B t -bimodule structure for H 1 b Bt H 2 is given by z¨ξ¨t " pz b Sptqq¨ξ, @z, t P B t , ξ P H 1 b Bt H 2 .
One deduces that the above tensor product is associative :
so the associativity isomorphisms are trivial. The unit object of UReppGq is B t with the action of B given by b¨z :" ε t pbzq, @b P B, z P B t and the scalar product ă z, t ą" hpt˚zq. The left and right unit morphisms are:
For any morphism f : H 1 Ñ H 2 , define f˚: H 2 Ñ H 1 as the adjoint linear map: ă f pvq, w ą"ă v, f˚pwq ą, @v P H 1 , w P H 2 , it is easy to check that f˚is B-linear. It is clear that f˚˚" f , that pf b Bt gq˚" f˚b Bt g˚, and that EndpHq is a C˚-algebra, for any object H. So UReppGq is a strict finite C˚-multitensor category (i.e., has all the properties of a C˚-tensor category except for one: 1 is not necessarily simple).
In order to make UReppGq a rigid C˚-tensor category in the sense of [17] , Definition 2.1.1, we have to define the conjugate for any H P UReppGq. Take the dual vector spaceĤ which is naturally identified (v Þ Ñ v) with the conjugate Hilbert space H :ă v, w ą"ă w, v ą, @v, w P H. The action of B on H is defined by b¨v " G 1{2 Spbq˚G´1 {2¨v , where G is the canonical group-like element of G. Then the rigidity morphisms defined by
where te i u i is any orthogonal basis in H, satisfy all the needed propertiessee [5] 
Right unitary G-comodules with finite dimensional underlying Hilbert spaces and their morphisms form a category which we denote by UComodpGq.
We say that two unitary G-comodules are equivalent (resp., unitarily equivalent) if the space of morphisms between them contains an invertible (resp., unitary) operator.
In what follows, we will use the leg notation apvq "
Example 2.3 Let us equip a right coideal I Ă B with the scalar product ă v, w ą:" hpw˚vq. Then the strong invariance of h gives:
Remark 2.4 By (ii) any coaction a is injective
If pH, aq is a right unitary G-comodule, then H is naturally a unitary left
The unitarity follows from the calculation
for all v, w P H andb PB. In particular H is aB t -bimodule. Due to the canonical identifications B t -B s and B s -B t given by the maps z Þ Ñẑ " εp¨zq and t Þ Ñt " εpt¨q, H is also a B s -bimodule via z¨v¨t " v 1 εpzv 2 tq, for all z, t P B s , v P V . The maps α, β : B s Ñ BpHq defined by αpzqv :" z¨v and βpzqv :" v¨z, for all z P B s , v P H are a˚-algebra homomorphism and antihomomorphism, respectively, with commuting images. Indeed, for instance, for all v, w P H, z P B s , one has:
So that, αpzq˚" αpz˚q, and similarly for the map β. We have the following useful relations:
and
The correspondence (3) is bijective as one has the inverse formula: if pb i q i is a basis for B and pb i q is its dual basis inB, then set:
Moreover, formulas (3) and (6) imply also a bijection of morphisms. Thus, we have two functors, F 1 : UComodpGq Ñ UReppĜq and G 1 : UReppĜq Ñ UComodpGq, which are mutually inverse. So, these categories are isomorphic as linear categories, and we can transport various additional structures from UReppĜq to UComodpGq. For instance, let us define tensor product of two unitary G-comodules, pH 1 , a H 1 q and pH 2 , a H 2 q. As a vector space, it is
and is generated by the elements x bB t y :"∆p1q¨px b yq, where x P H 1 , y P H 2 , so it can be identified with H 1 b Bs H 2 (see [26] , 2.2 or [24] , Chapter 4). Lemma 2.5 If pH 1 , aq, pH 2 , bq P UComodpGq, then the projection P :
The proof is the direct calculation using the axiom (2) of a weak Hopf algebra:
Corollary 2.6 The linear map a b Bs b given by:
is a coaction of G on H 1 b Bs H 2 (i.e., satisfies Definition 2.2, (i), (ii)).
Proof. @v P H 1 , w P H 2 , one has:
Moreover, using Lemma 2.5, we have :
The direct calculation shows that the tensor product coaction is unitary. Thus, UComodpGq is a multitensor category whose associativity morphisms are trivial, the unit object is pB s , ∆| Bs q. It is simple if and only if G is coconnected. The left and right unit isomorphisms are:
One can check that these isomorphisms are unitary and their inverses are:
Let us define the conjugate object for pH, aq P UComodpGq. The corresponding Hilbert space is H. In what follows, we use the Sweedler arrowŝ
Lemma 2.7 The conjugate object for pH, aq in UComodpGq is pH,ãq, wherẽ
andĜ is the canonical group-like element of the dual quantum groupoidĜ.
Proof. The unitarity of G 1 pH,ãq means that ăb¨v, w ą H "ă v,b˚¨w ą H , for all v, w P H. The left hand side equals to ă v 1 , w ą H ăb, v 2 ą. And the right hand side equals to
Comparing the above expressions, we have the result.T he rigidity morphisms are given by (2) with B t replaced by B s . For any morphism f , f˚is the conjugate linear map on the corresponding Hilbert spaces, the colinearity of f implies that f˚is colinear. So that, we have Proposition 2.8 UComodpGq is a strict rigid finite C˚-multitensor category. It is C˚-tensor if and only if G is coconnected.
Unitary corepresentations
Definition 2.9 A right unitary corepresentation of G on a Hilbert space H is a partial isometry V P BpHq b B such that:
If U and V are two right corepresentations on Hilbert spaces H U and H V , respectively, a morphism between them is a bounded linear map T P BpH U , H V q such that pT b 1 B qU " V pT b 1 B q. The vector space of such morphisms is denoted by MorpU, V q. We will denote by UCoreppGq the category whose objects are right unitary corepresentations pH, V q on finite dimensional vector spaces with morphisms as above.
One says that U and V are equivalent (resp., unitarily equivalent) if MorpU, V q contains an invertible (resp., unitary) operator. Proposition 2.10 If pH, aq is a unitary G-comodule, let us define an operator V on H b H h as follows:
Then V is a unitary corepresentation of G on H, and one has:
Proof. Let I h be an implementation of ∆ (for example,
2) for details), then one has for all x P H, y, c P B:
Next, we have, for any decomposition
In order to show that V is a partial isometry, consider the separability element e s " pid B b Sq∆p1 B q of the algebra B s and the idempotents e β,id " pβ b id B qpe s q P βpB s q b B s and e α,S " pα b Sqpe s q P αpB s q b B s . As α and β are˚-maps, these idempotents are orthogonal projections on H b H h . It is straightforward to check, using (4) and (5), that:
• for all x, y P B s , one has:
• V e β,id " V , e α,S V " V .
Proof. The first two conditions of Definition 2.2 follow from the first two conditions of Definition 2.9. The relation between V and the coaction a : v Þ Ñ v 1 bv 2 is given by V pv bΛ h pbqq " v 1 bΛ h pv 2 bq. We have seen already that the operator W acting on H b H h and defined by
satisfies the relations V W " e a,S and W V " e b,id . As V is a partial isometry with initial and final Hilbert subspaces e a,S pH b H h q and e b,id pH b H h q, respectively, we have W " V˚. Then for all v, w P H and c P B, the equality
can be rewritten as
which implies the unitarity of the G-comodule in question.L et pH 1 , aq and pH 2 , bq be two unitary G-comodules, and let T be in BpH 1 , H 2 q intertwining a and b, then one has, for all x P H 1 , b P B:
Corollary 2.12 The correspondence F 2 defined by F 2 pH, aq " pV, Hq and F 2 pT q " T for all objects pH, aq and morphisms T of UComodpGq, is a functor from UComodpGq to UCoreppGq viewed as semisimple linear categories. The correspondence G 2 between unitary corepresentations of G and G-comodules given by Proposition 2.11 clearly extends to morphisms and defines a functor inverse to F 2 , so UComodpGq and UCoreppGq are isomorphic as linear categories. Then we can equip UCoreppGq with tensor product and duality by transporting these structures from ComodpGq.
If pU, H U q, pV, H V q P UCoreppGq, let us define their tensor product.
Lemma 2.13
One has pP b id B qU 13 V 23 " U 13 V 23 pP b id B q " U 13 V 23 , where U 13 V 23 P BpH U b H V q b B and P was defined in Lemma 2.5.
Proof. There exist finite families tb k u and tb
, and for all x P H U and all y P H V one has:
where α 1 is the˚-representation of B s corresponding to pV, H 2 q. Using four times (10), one has:
Lemma 2.13 justifies the following:
Definition 2.14 If pU, H U q, pV, H V q P UCoreppGq, their tensor product is the bounded linear map:
Proposition 2.15 U j V P UCoreppGq, it acts on H U b Bs H V and:
Then, using Lemma 2.13, one has:
and the result follows.T he unit object 1 of UCoreppGq with respect to j acts on B s and is defined by
It is simple if and only if G is coconnected. The conjugate object for pV, Hq P UCoreppGq is the unitary corepresentation acting on H via V px b Λ h pyqq " x 1 b Λ h ppx 2 q˚yq, whereãpxq is described in Lemma 2.7, and the rigidity morphisms are the same as in UCoreppGq. For any morphism f , again f˚is the conjugate bounded linear map on the corresponding Hilbert spaces. So that, we have Proposition 2.16 UCoreppGq is a strict rigid finite C˚-multitensor category. It is C˚-tensor if and only if G is coconnected.
The simple objects of this category are exactly irreducible corepresentations of G. Let us denote by Ω the set of equivalence classes of irreducibles and choose a representative U x in any class x P Ω. The regular corepresentation of G is decomposed as follows:
where dimpxq is the dimension of the Hilbert space on which U x acts.
Definition 2.17 Let pU, H U q P UCoreppGq and tm i,j u n i,j"1 be the matrix units of BpH U q with respect to some orthonormal basis te i u
where U i,j pi, j " 1, ..., nq are called the matrix coefficients of U with respect to te i u. Put B U :" SpanpU i,j q n i,j"1 ; in particular, we denote B U x by B x .
Remark 2.18
Let us summarize some properties of matrix coefficients of U x px P Ωq which can be proved in a standard way.
.., B Up u for any finite direct sum of unitary corepresentations. In particular, (11) 
Example 2.19
In the case of the trivial corepresentation of G associated with p∆ |Bs , B s q, we will use the notation
be an orthonormal basis in B s with respect to the scalar product ă z, t ą" εpt˚zq @z, t P B s . Then one can write ∆p1 B q "
.., dimB s . This means that B ε is the unital C˚-algebra B t B s .
Fiber functor and reconstruction theorem
Let Q and R be two unital C˚-algebras. By definition, a pQ, Rq-correspondence is a right Hilbert R-module E (see [11] ) with a unital˚-homomorphism ϕ : Q Ñ LpEq, where LpEq is the C˚-algebra of all bounded R-linear adjointable operators on E. If Q " R, we call it an R-correspondence. Rcorrespondences form a C˚-multitensor category CorrpRq with interior tensor product b R and adjointable R-bilinear maps as morphisms.
There exists another definition of a pQ, Rq-correspondence, due to Alain Connes, this is a triple pH, α, βq where H is a Hilbert space equipped with unital˚-homomorphism α : Q Ñ BpHq and˚-anti-homomorphism β : R Ñ BpHq whose images commute in BpHq. Then H is a pQ, Rq-bimodule via q¨v¨r :" αpqqβprqv, for all q P Q, r P R, v P H.
In this paper, we are especially interested in the particular case, when Q " R is a finite dimensional C˚-algebra equipped with a faithful tracial state φ. Below we treat this particular case in detail.
Lemma 2.20 Both definitions of an R-correspondence are equivalent.
Proof. (i) If pH, α, βq P CorrpRq, define, for any η P H, an operator Πpηq : H φ Ñ H by ΠpηqΛ φ prq :" βprqη, for all r P R, where H φ is the GNS Hilbert space generated by pR, φq. Then define an R-valued scalar product: ă ξ, η ą R :" Πpξq˚Πpηq, for all ξ, η P H.
It is clear that ă ξ, η ą R is in fact in π φ pRq. Finally, Πpβpbqηq " Πpηqπ ε pbq, so ă ξ, βpbqη ą R "ă ξ, η ą R π φ pbq, for all ξ, η P H, b P R. Moreover, together with the unital˚-representation α we have on H the structure of an R-correspondence in the sense of the first definition.
(ii) Vice versa, if H is an R-correspondence in this last sense, then one can define a usual scalar product ă ξ, η ą" φpă η, ξ ą R q, for all η, ξ P H, and there are clearly a unital˚-homomorphism α : R Ñ BpHq and a unital˚-anti-homomorphism β : R Ñ BpHq whose images commute in BpHq. Thus, pH, α, βq is an R-correspondence in the sense of A. Connes.A morphism between pH, α, βq and pK, α 1 , β 1 q is a map T P BpH, Kq intertwining α and α 1 and also β and β 1 , then CorrpRq is a semisimple linear category. If pH, α, βq, pK, α 1 , β 1 q P CorrpRq, we define their tensor product:
where e is the symmetric separability idempotent for R, so e β,α 1 " pβ b α 1 qpeq is an orthogonal projection. For the sake of simplicity we shall denote H 1 b R H 2 :" e β,α 1 pH b Kq, and v b R w " e β,α 1 pv b wq, for all v P H, w P K. The unit object is R with the GNS scalar product defined by φ. The unit isomorphisms are as follows:
l H pz b R vq :" z¨v and r H pv b R zq :" v¨z, @z P R, v P H.
They are isometric, for example:
The conjugate of a morphism T : H 1 Ñ H 2 is just the adjoint operator T˚:
CorrpRq is a C˚-multitensor category. We denote by Corr f pRq its full subcategory with finite dimensional underlying Hilbert spaces. The unit object is simple if and only if R is a full matrix algebra. For all objects of the three above categories: UReppGq, UComodpGq, and UCoreppGq, the underlying Hilbert spaces are B s -correspondences, so each of these categories has a forgetful C˚-tensor functor with values in Corr f pB s q.
In order to reformulate in suitable terms the reconstruction theorem of Tannaka-Krein type for finite quantum groupoids proved initially in [10] , [27] , recall the construction of the canonical Hayashi functor H.
Let C be a rigid finite C˚-tensor category and Ω " IrrpCq be an exhaustive set of representatives of equivalence classes of its simple objects. Let R be the C˚-algebra R " C Ω " À xPΩ Cp x , where p x " px are mutually orthogonal idempotents: p x p y " δ x,y p x , for all x, y P Ω. Then H is a functor from C to Corr f pRq defined by:
Cpz, y b xq, for every x P Ω,
where Cpx, yq is the vector space of morphisms x Ñ y. The R-bimodule structure on H x is given by:
If y P Ω and f P Cpx, yq, then Hpf q : H x Ñ H y is defined by:
Hpf qpgq " pid z b f q˝g, for any z, t P Ω and g P p z¨Hx¨pt .
The inverse natural isomorphisms J´1 x,y :
for all v P p z¨Hx¨pt , w P p t¨Hy¨ps , z, s, t P Ω. Here a z,x,y are the associativity isomorphisms of C. We define the scalar product on H x as follows. If x, y, z P Ω and f, g P Cpz, y b xq, then g˚P Cpy b x, zq and g˚˝f P Endpzq " C, so one can put ă f, g ą x " g˚˝f . The subspaces Cpz, y b xq are declared to be orthogonal, so H x P Corr f pRq. Dually, H x P Corr f pRq via z 1¨v¨z2 " z2¨v¨z1 , for all z 1 , z 2 P R, v P H x . Now one can check that H : C Ñ Corr f pRq is a unitary tensor functor in the sense of [17] 2.1.3. Theorem 2.21 Let C be a rigid finite C˚-tensor category and Ω " IrrpCq. Let R be the C˚-algebra C Ω and H : C Ñ Corr f pRq be the Hayashi functor. Then the vector space
has a regular biconnected finite quantum groupoid structure G such that CUCoreppGq as C˚-tensor categories.
Proof. A rigid finite C˚-tensor category C is semisimple and spherical, so [26] , Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 claims that B has a structure of a selfdual regular biconnected semisimple weak Hopf algebra. The algebra of the dual quantum groupoidĜ is (see [27] , [13] ):
the duality is given, for all x, y P Ω, A P BpH y q, v, w P H x by:
B is clearly a C˚-algebra with the obvious matrix product and involution, its coproduct is given (see [13] Theorem 1.3.4) by:
is a unitary as a direct sum of unitaries. Then one can easily deduce that ∆pb˚q "∆pbq˚, so bothĜ and G are finite quantum groupoids. The explicit structure of G is given in [26] , Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. If v, w P H x , g, h P H y and te x j u is an orthogonal basis in H x p@x, y P Ω), then:
where ρ x is the unit constraint attached to x, so ρ´1 x P p x¨H1¨px and ρ x " ρ´1 x . In order to define the antipode, consider the natural isomorphisms
Φ x " ρ y pid y bev x q˝a y,x,x˚˝p vbid x˚q , Ψ x " pvbid x˚q˝a´1 y,x,x˚˝p id y bcoev x q˝ρ´1 y .
Here ev x and coev x px P Ωq are the rigidity morphisms. Then we define:
Any H x is a right B-comodule via
one checks that it is unitary which gives the equivalence C -UCoreppGq.3
Coactions of finite quantum groupoids on unital C*-algebras 1 . Canonical implementation of a coaction Definition 3.1 A right coaction of a finite quantum groupoid G on a unital -algebra A, is a˚-homomorphism a :
One also says that pA, aq is a G-˚-algebra. Proof. Using Sweedler notations (which makes sense here as B is finite dimensional), one has:
Definition 2.1.1 (3) of [23] gives that:
Finally, the trivial equality: pid A b mqpx b y b zq " px b yqp1 A b zq implies:
So ap1 A qpa b 1 B q belongs to the vector space generated by apAqp1 A b Bq.L et us introduce the unital˚-homomorphism α : B s Ñ A : αpxq :" x¨1 A . Equalities (4) and (5) show that, for all x P B s and a P A :
It is helpful to note that
Indeed :
Lemma 3.4 (cf.
[32] 3.1.5, 3.1.6). If pA, aq is a G-˚-algebra A, then: (i) The set A a " ta P A|apaq " ap1 A qpa b 1 B qu is a unital˚-subalgebra of A (it is a unital C˚-subalgebra of A when A is a C˚-algebra) commuting pointwise with αpB s q.
(ii) The map T a :" pid A b hqa (where h is the normalized Haar measure of G) is a conditional expectation from A to A a ; it is faithful when A is a C˚-algebra.
Proof. (i) For all a P A a and x P B s , one has:
so A a commutes pointwise with αpB s q, then it is stable with respect to the multiplication and the˚-operation in A; moreover if A is a C˚-algebra, it is clearly norm closed in A, so this is a unital C˚-subalgebra of A.
(ii) Since h |Bt " ε |Bt (see [23] , 7.3.2), one has T a p1 A q :" pid A b hqap1 A q " 1 A , from where, for all a P A a :
hq∆ is the target Haar conditional expectation of G, one has, for all a P A:
Using the fact proved above that pid A b hqpap1 A" 1 A , this implies that:
But since h˝E t " h, one has also:
One deduces that T a paq " βpSpE t pa 2a 1 and
This implies that T a pAq " A a , moreover, T a˝T a " T a . Finally, for all c, d P A a and a P A, one has:
When A is a C˚-algebra, T a is faithful because a and h are faithful.2 Definition 3.5 Let pA, aq be a unital G-˚-algebra, then unital˚-subalgebra
is called the subalgebra of invariants (or fixed points) of pA, aq.
Proposition 3.6 Let pA, aq be a unital G-C˚-algebra and φ be an element in A˚, then the following assertions are equivalent: i) for any a P A one has: pφ b i B qapaq P B s ; ii) φ˝T a " φ; iii) there exists a linear form ω on A a such that φ " ω˝T a ; iv) for any x, y P A, one has:
Proof. Clearly, ii) and iii) are equivalent. If ii) is true and if E s " ph b i B q∆ is the source Haar conditional expectation of G, then i) is true because, for all ω 1 P B˚and a P A, one has:
If i) is true, one has:
which is ii), so the three first assertions are equivalent.
Further, if iv) is true, then we have, applying it to x P A and y " 1 B :
which implies i). Suppose now that i) is true (and so ii) and iii) as well). First, for all a P A, z P B t , the equality (20) gives:
Next
Now, using the definition of ε s and the equality ε t pbzq " ε t pbSpzqq which is true for all b P B, z P B t , we have:
which equals, due to the relation pacq¨t " apc¨tq, @a, c P A, to:
A be a decomposition of ap1 A q in Sweedler leg notations, and let φ be a positive faithful form on A satisfying the conditions of Proposition 3.6, then 1 1 A is in the centralizer of φ.
Proof. Due to i), one has for all x P A: pφ b iqapxq P B t , so pφ b Sqapxq " pφ b S´1qapxq, hence by iv) applied twice:
which gives the result.D efinition 3.8 A linear form on A satisfying the conditions of Proposition 3.6 is called an invariant form with respect to a.
Example 3.9
The Haar measure h is an invariant faithful form on B with respect to the coaction ∆ of G on B.
Definition 3.10 If A
a " C1 A , we say that the coaction a is ergodic.
Example 3.11 Let I Ă B be a unital right coideal C˚-subalgebra with the coaction a " ∆| I . Then I a " I X B t , so this coaction is ergodic if and only if I X B t " C1 B , i.e., if and only if I is connected.
Remark 3.12 Lemma 3.6 iii) shows that the set of a-invariant faithful states on A is not empty. Moreover, if a is ergodic, then the linear form h A on A defined by T a pxq " h A pxq1 A p@x P Aq is the unique a-invariant faithful state. Definition 3.13 Let H be a Hilbert space and a be a coaction of G on a unital C˚-subalgebra A of BpHq, then an implementation of a is a unitary corepresentation V of G on H such that, for all a P A, one has:
Let us construct a canonical implementation for any coaction.
Proposition 3.14 Let a be a coaction of G on A and φ a faithful a-invariant state on A, then the operator V defined on
is a unitary corepresentation of G implementing a.
Proof. For the proof that V is a corepresentation of G, see the prof of Proposition 2.10. Then Proposition 3.6 and Corollary 3.7 imply:
for all a P A, b P B, from where
Here j φ pxq :" J φ x˚J φ is the Tomita involution associated with φ. Then V is a partial isometry, by Proposition 3.3 its image is ap1 A qpH φ b H h q, so V V˚" ap1 A q. Put β :" j φ˝α , then by Tomita's theory β is a faithful anti-representation of B s whose image commutes in BpH φ q with Im α. Now, for any x, a P A and b P B, one has: apxqV pa b bq " apxqapaqp1 A b bq " apxaqp1 A b bq " V pax b bq " V px b 1qpa b bq. Hence, apxqV " V px b 1q, and one deduces that:
apxq " apxqap1q " apxqV V˚" V px b 1qV˚.E xample 3.15 If I is a right coideal *-subalgebra of B and ∆| I is a coaction of G on it, the above formula gives the unitary corepresentation of G which is a canonical implementation of ∆. In particular, if I " B (resp., I " B s ), we have the regular (resp., the trivial) unitary corepresentation of G.
Spectral subspaces of
In terms of the matrix coefficients U i,j pi, j " 1, ..., nq with respect to some orthonormal basis te i u n i"1 in H U , this means that δ U pe j q " Σ n i"1 e i b U i,j .
Definition 3.16
Let A be a unital G-C˚-algebra A. We call the spectral subspace of A corresponding to pU, H U q the linear span A U of the images of all G-comodule maps H U Ñ A.
For instance, if U is the trivial corepresentation which is associated with p∆ |Bs , B s q, so H U " B s , we will use the notation A ε instead of A U , and we have αpB s q Ă A ε . Indeed, α : B s Ñ A is a G-comodule map: apαpxqq " p1 A b xqap1 A q " p1 A b xqpα b id B q∆p1 B q -see (21) .
Proposition 3.17 (cf. [2], Proposition 13).
One can characterize the spectral subspaces as follows:
where a " Rpvq, v P H U , and
(ii) Vice versa, let a P A be such that apaq P ap1 A qpA b B U q Ă A b B U , so apaq " Σ i,j pa i,j b U i,j q. Then, on the one hand,
and, on the other hand, using Remark 2.18 (iii),
We have a " Σ j a j,j because the images of both sides of this equality under a coincide and a is injective. So it suffices to show that any a j,j is the image of some vector from H U under some G-comodule map to A. But the map defined by e k Þ Ñ a k,j , for all j, k " 1, ..., dimpH U q (where te k u
is the above orthonormal basis in H U ), is clearly a G-comodule map and a j,j is the image of the vector e j .C orollary 3.18 (i) All A U are closed.
(
where z runs over the set of all irreducible direct summands of 
so apa 1 q P AbB U . As ap1 A q is an idempotent, we have apa 1 q P ap1 A qpAbB U q which means that a 1 P A U . Then the second statement follows. (v) Follows from Example 2.19E xample 3.19 Let pε, B s q be the trivial corepresentation of G, so B ε " B s B t is a unital C˚-algebra (see Example 2.19). The definition of A ε shows that it is a unital C˚-subalgebra of A. It contains a unital C˚-subalgebra αpB s qA a invariant with respect to a. Indeed, if z P B s , a P A a , we have, using (21):
We will show that for coconnected finite quantum groupoids A ε " αpB s qA a .
4 From coactions to module categories over U CoreppGq
Equivariant C˚-correspondences
The next definition is parallel to the definitions given in [1] and [6] .
Definition 4.1 . Given a G´C˚-algebra pA, aq, we call a right Hilbert Amodule E A-equivariant if it is equipped with a map a E : E Þ Ñ E b B such that:
2) a E pξ¨aq " a E pξq¨apaq, for all a P A, ξ P E.
3) ă a E pξq, a E pηq ą AbB " apă ξ, η ą A q, for all ξ, η P E, where the exterior product E b B [11] , Chapter 4, is considered as a right Hilbert A b B-module.
Let D A be the category of finitely generated A-equivariant Hilbert Amodules and morphisms: equivariant A-linear maps. These maps are automatically adjointable -see [11] , Chapter 1, so D A is a C˚-category.
Remark 4.2 Condition 1) implies that E is canonically a B s -bimodule, given by: x.ξ.y " ξ 1 εpxξ 2 yq @x, y P B s , @ξ P E. So E b B is a B s b B-bimodule, where B is a B-bimodule via right and left multiplication. Then one proves using (21) and (5) that a E pξq¨ap1 A q " a E pξq, for all ξ P E, and that the vector space pE b Bq¨ap1 A q is generated by a E pEqp1 A b Bq -see the proof of Proposition 3.3. (i) pz¨ζq¨a " z¨pζ¨aq, for all z P B s , a P A.
(ii) ă z¨ζ, η ą A "ă ζ, z˚¨η ą A , for all z P B s , ζ, η P E.
Proof. (i) We have:
z¨pζ¨aq " pζ¨aq 1 εpzpζ¨aq 2 q " pid E b εqrppz¨ζq 1 b pz¨ζq 2 q¨apaqs " pz¨ζq¨a.
(ii) The needed equality is equivalent to
which is the same as
As we see, the A-valued scalar products coincide and both B-valued scalar products are equal to pζ 2 q˚z˚η 2 which finishes the proof.T his lemma shows that any E P D A is automatically a pB s , Aq-correspondence (see the definition in Section 2); we call such an object an equivariant pB s , Aq-correspondence and denote it by Bs E A .
Example 4.4 A G´C˚-algebra pA, aq itself with the A-valued scalar product ă a, b ą A " a˚b p@a, b P Aq, is an equivariant pB s , Aq-correspondence. Proof. Proposition 2.11 shows that pH V , a V q is a unitary G-comodule (where a V pηq " V pη b Λ h p1 B qq, @η P H V ) so H V is a B s -correspondence in the sense of A. Connes. Then the Hilbert B s -module structure on H V is described in the proof of Lemma 2.20.
Applying the relations (4) and (5), one has:
which implies, for all η P H V , t P B s :
Now, consider V as an element of BpH V b H h q, where H h is the GNS Hilbert space constructed by pB, hq, the canonical multiplicative isometry I h of G (see [32] , Proposition 2.2.4) and its normalized fixed vector e (see [30] , [31] 2.3 and 2.4)). Applying [31] , Lemma 2.1.1, one has, for all b 1 P B 1 (the commutant of B in BpH h q), ξ, η P H, and x, x 1 P B s :
On the other hand, taking two decompositions: V pξ b eq " ř jPJ pξ j b b j eq and Thus, ă a V pξq, a V pηq ą BsbB " ∆pă ξ, η ą Bs q.P roposition 4.6 Given an equivariant B s -correspondence Bs E Bs , define on E the scalar product inherited from its B s -scalar product: ă ξ, η ą" εpă η, ξ ą Bs q, for all ξ, η P E. Then V P BpE b H h q defined by
is a unitary corepresentation of G.
Proof. As E satisfies the condition 1) of Definition 4.1, it has a B sbimodule structure defined by the maps α, β : B s Ñ LpEq. In particular, βpnqξ " ξ¨n, for all n P B s and ξ P E. Definition 4.1 2) shows that the right B s -module structure given by β is the same as the initial B s -bimodule structure on E. With the new scalar product on E, one has: ă βpnqξ, ξ ą " εpă ξ, βpnqξ ą Bs q " εpă ξ, ξ¨n ą Bs q " εpă ξ, ξ ą Bs nq " εpn ă ξ, ξ ą Bs" εpă ξ¨n˚, ξ ą Bs" εpă βpn˚qξ, ξ ą Bs"ă ξ, βpn˚qξ ą .
Hence, β is a unital˚-anti-representation of B s on E, and e β,i is an orthogonal projection. Moreover, as E satisfies the condition 1) of Definition 4.1, then V defined above satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii) of Definition 2.9 -see the proof of Proposition 2.10. On the other hand:
" pε b hqpă a E pηq, a E pηq ą BsbB q " pε b hqpa triv pă η, η ą Bs" hpă η, η ą Bs q "ăă η, η ą Bs e, e ą"ă e β,i pη b eq, η b e ą .
As e is separating for B, this implies that V is a partial isometry whose initial support is e β,i .T heorem 4.5 and Proposition 4.6 allow to define two functors : F 3 : UCoreppGq Ñ D Bs and G 3 : D Bs Ñ UCoreppGq on the level of objects, and the morphisms in both cases are just B-comodule maps. These functors are inverse to one another. Indeed, since the B-comodule structure is the same in both cases, the only thing to explain is the relation between the usual scalar product in H V and the corresponding B s -valued scalar product, but this explanation was done in the proof of Lemma 2.20. Thus, we have :
The categories UCoreppGq and D Bs are isomorphic.
In particular, the unit object 1 P D Bs is pB s , ∆| Bs q with the B s -valued scalar product ă b, c ą" b˚c, for all b, c P B s , and the tensor product is the interior tensor product of B s -correspondences.
2. Module categories over UCoreppGq associated with equivariant C˚-correspondences. Definition 4.8 [6] Let C be a C˚-multitensor category with unit object 1. A C˚-category M is called a left C-module C˚-category if there is a bilinear˚-functor b : CˆM Ñ M with natural unitary transformations pX bY qbM Ñ X b pY b Mq and 1 b M Ñ M pX, Y P C, M P Mq making M a left module category over C -see [9] , Chapter 7. If C is strict, we say that M is strict (resp., indecomposable) if these natural transformations are identities (resp., if, for all non-zero M, N P M, there is X P C such that MpX b M, Nq ‰ 0).
We say that an object M P M generates M if any object of M is isomorphic to a subobject of X b M for some X P C. M is said to be semisimple if the underlying C˚-category is semisimple.
We will always consider C˚-categories closed with respect to subobjects, i.e., such that for any object M and any projection p P EndpMq, there are an object N and isometry v P MpN, Mq satisfying p " vv˚(if necessary, one can complete given C˚-category with respect to subobjects).
One naturally defines a morphism F : M 1 Ñ M 2 between two C-module C˚-categories as a morphism of the underlying C˚-categories equipped with a unitary natural equivalence F pX b Mq Ñ X b F pMq, @ X P C, M P M satisfying some coherence conditions (see [6] , 2.17).
Lemma 4.9 D A is a strict left module category over UCoreppGq defined by interior tensor product of C˚correspondences over B s .
Proof. Given H V P D Bs and Bs E A P D A , equip the vector space H V b Bs E with A-valued scalar product -see [11] , Proposition 4.5: (22) which gives it the B s´A -correspondence structure, and also with the algebraic structure of tensor product of the corresponding B-comodules. One can check that we obtain a new object H V b Bs E P D A , and that this construction is natural both in V and E. Thus, we have defined a functor b : UCoreppGqˆD A Ñ D A having the needed properties. Indeed, the first of them is true because H U jV " H U b Bs H V and because of the associativity of b Bs , and the second one can be proved by direct computation. 
Lemma 4.10 (cf. [16] , Lemma 3.2). For any E P D A , there is V P UCoreppGq and aB-invariant projection p P LpH V b Bs Aq such that E is isomorphic to H V,p .
Proof. For any fixed ζ PB¨E " E, the finite dimensional vector spacê B¨ζ is aB-module, so there is a finite dimensionalB-submodule E 0 of E such that E 0¨A " E. In particular, there are unital˚-representations of B s -B t and B t -B s on E 0 , so it is a B s -bimodule. Constructing on this space a B s -valued scalar product like in the proof of Lemma 2.20, we turn E 0 into an equivariant B s correspondence, and Proposition 4.6 allows to construct V P UCoreppGq such that the leftB-modules H V and E 0 are isomorphic. Fix an isomorphism T 0 : H V Ñ E 0 and define T : H V b Bs A Ñ E by T pv b Bs aq " pT 0 vq¨a. This is a surjective morphism of A-modules. Since H V b Bs A is a finitely generated Hilbert A-module, it makes sense to consider the polar decomposition T˚" u|T˚|. Then |T˚| is an invertible endomorphism of the A-module E, and u : E Ñ H V b Bs A is an A-module mapping such that u˚u " ι. Property (iii) in Definition 4.1 and non-degeneracy ensure that T˚, |T˚|, u " T˚|T˚|´1, and u˚are morphisms of A-equivariant Hilbert modules. In particular, u : E Ñ H V,p is an isomorphism such that p " uu˚.R emark 4.11 End D A pAq " A a . In particular, a coaction a is ergodic if and only if the generator A of the module category D A is simple.
Indeed
We can summarize the above considerations as follows: Theorem 4.12 Given a regular coconnected finite quantum groupoid G, consider two categories:
(i) The category G´Alg of unital G´C˚-algebras together with unital G-equivariant˚-homomorphisms as morphisms.
(ii) The category UCoreppGq´Mod of pairs pM, Mq, where M is a left UCoreppGq-module C˚-category and M is its generator, with equivalence classes of unitary ReppGq-module functors respecting the generators as morphisms.
Let us associate with any G´C˚-algebra pA, aq the C˚-category D A of finitely generated A-equivariant pB s , Aq-correspondences with its generator A, and with any morphism f :
The only thing to check is that T is well defined on the level of morphisms. This is straightforward because A 1 is a left A 0 -module via morphism f . This construction was discussed in [6] , Chapter 7 as "extension of scalars".
From module categories over U CoreppGq to coactions
In Sections 5 and 6 we use the approach proposed in [15] with certain modifications reflecting the difference between CQG and finite quantum groupoids and the fact that we are considering left module categories and right coactions instead of right module categories and left coactions as in [15] .
Definition 5.1 Let R be a C˚-algebra and let pC, b, 1q be a strict C˚-tensor category, a weak tensor functor from C to CorrpRq is a linear functor F : C Ñ CorrpRq together with natural R-bilinear isometries J " J U,V : F pUqb R F pV q Ñ F pU b V q satisfying the following conditions: (ii) If we consider F as a functor into the category of vector spaces, then S Y is a natural transformation from F to F p¨b V q, and we have SY F pT b idq " F pT q˝SY , for all morphisms in C.
We will also need the following modification of [15] , Proposition 3.1:
Proposition 5.3 Let M be a strict left module C˚-category over a strict C˚-tensor category C, M be an object in M, and denote by R the unital C˚-algebra EndpMq. Then the map F pUq " MpM, U b Mq @U P C defines a weak tensor functor F : C Ñ CorrpRq, where X " F pUq is a right R-module via the composition of morphisms, a left R-module via rX " pid b rqX, the R-valued inner product is given by ă X, Y ą" X˚Y , the action of F on morphisms is defined by F pT qX " pT bidqX, and J X,Y pX bY q " pidbY qX, for all X P F pUq, Y P F pV q, X, Y P C.
Let us note that S Y pXq " pid b Y qX and SY pZq " pid b Y˚qZ, where Z P F pU b V q. Now we will describe step by step the reconstruction procedure. Let M be a strict left UCoreppGq-module C˚-category with generator M.
Let Ω be an exhaustive set of representatives of the equivalence classes of irreducible objects in UCoreppGq. Consider the following vector space:
and also a much larger vector space:
where F pUq " À i F pU i q corresponds to the decomposition U " À U i into irreducibles, and }UCoreppGq} is an exhaustive set of representatives of the equivalence classes of objects in UCoreppGq (these classes constitute a countable set).Ã is a unital associative algebra with the product
and the unit
Note that pid b Y qX " J X,Y pX b Y q P F pU j V q. Then, for any U P UCoreppGq, choose isometries w i : H i Ñ H U defining the decomposition of U into irreducibles, and define the projection p :Ã Ñ A by
which does not depend on the choice of w i . Indeed, for any other choice of isometries v j there exists a unitary matrix u ij such that w i " Σ i,j u ij v j . Note also that if w : H U Ñ H V is an isometry between U, V P CoreppGq, then
Lemma 5.4 A is a unital associative algebra with the product x¨y :" ppxyq, for all x, y P A.
Proof. It suffices to check that ppppaqppbqq " ppaqppbq, for all a, b PÃ. Let a " pX b ξq P A U , b " pY b ηq P A V , where U, V P UCoreppGq. Choose isometries u i and v j corresponding to the decompositions U " À U i and V " À U j into irreducibles, and let w i,j,k be isometries corresponding to the decomposition of U i j V j into irreducibles. Then:
ppaqppbq :" Σ i pF pui qX b ui ξqqΣ j pF pvj qY b vi ηq "
" Σ i,j,k pF pwi ,j,k qpid b F pvj qY qF pui qX b wi ,j,k pui ξ b vj ηqq.
On the other hand, if we apply p to (28), we get the same result.I n particular, the vector subspace A ε " R b H ε (where R " EndpMq and H ε " B s ) is a unital C˚-subalgebra of A and any F pUq is an Rcorrespondence (see Proposition 5.3).
where R U and R U come from (2). We also have:
Proof. We compute:
The uniqueness follows from the faithfulness of the inner product. As for the last statement, we compute:
where we have used (23) . The latest expression equals to SX Y , where SX :
and consider the map ‚ :Ã ÑÃ pX b ξq
Lemma 5.6 A is a unital˚-algebra with the above product and the involution x˚:" ppx ‚ q, for all x P A.
Proof. First, we prove that ppppaq ‚ q " ppa ‚ q, for all a PÃ. Take a " pX b ξq P A U and choose isometries u i corresponding to the decompositions of U " À U i and into irreducibles. Then for the standard duality morphisms we have R U " Σ i pw i bw i qR i and R U " Σ i pw i bw i qR i , where
, applying p to a ‚ and using (27), we have:
On the other hand, the last expression equals to ppppaq ‚ q.
Next, in order to prove that pppaqppbqq˚" ppbq˚ppaq˚, it suffices to prove that pppa¨bq ‚ q " ppb ‚¨a‚ q, for all a, b PÃ. Take a " pX b ξq P A U and b " pY b ηq P A V . The unitary σ : H V b H U Ñ H U dV mapping θ b ζ into ζ b θ defines an equivalence between V j U and U j V , and we have
Then we compute using Lemma 5.5, relations S JpXbY q " S Y S X and (23):
Similarly, pξ b ηq
Applying now p, we get pppa¨bq ‚ q " ppb ‚¨a‚ q. In order to show that˚˚" id on A, we will show that ppa ‚‚ q " ppaq, for all a PÃ. Take a " pX bξq P A U and consider the unitary u : H U Ñ H U : ξ Þ Ñ ξ. Then R U " pu b idqR U , hence, applying twice Lemma 5.5, we have:
" F pRŮ qJpF pu˚qY b X ‚ q "ă X, F pu˚qY ą, for any Y P F pUq.
So X ‚‚ " F puqX. We also have ξ ‚‚ " ξ " uξ, from where a ‚‚ " pF puq b uqa, and applying p to both sides of this equality we get ppa ‚‚ q " ppaq.N ow define a linear map a : A Ñ A b B by apX b ξq " X b p´b id B qU x pξ b 1 B q or, in other words, by
where X P F pU x q, tξ j u is any orthonormal basis in H x and U x i,j are matrix coefficients of U x with respect to this basis (see Definition 2.17).
Lemma 5.7 (i)
The map a is a right coaction of G on A.
(ii) A admits a unique C˚-completion A such that a extends to a continuous coaction of G on it.
Proof. (i) Clearly, pA, aq is a right B-comodule. In order to show that a is an algebra homomorphism, remark thatÃ is a right B-comodule via extensionã of a which is defined as in (29), but with arbitrary U P UCoreppGq. It follows from (29) that p :Ã Ñ A is a comodule map, and from the formula U j V " U 13 V 23 thatã is a homomorphism, hence a is also a homomorphism.
In order to check that a is˚-preserving, it suffices to show thatãpaq ‚b˚" apa ‚ q, for all a " pX b ξq P A U , U P UCoreppGq. This is equivalent to
which follows from Lemma 2.7 and a few relations that are easy to check:
, pb á bq˚" Spbq˚á b˚, and pb àbq˚" b˚àŜpbq˚, for all v P H U , b P B, andb PB.
(ii) By Lemma 3.4, the set A a of all fixed points is a unital˚-subalgebra of A commuting with αpB s q. Moreover, the conditional expectation T a :" pid A b hqa (where h is the normalized Haar measure of G) from A onto A a gives rise to a A a -valued (pre)inner product for A defined by:
Note that if a " pX b ξq P A U , then T a pppaqq " Σ i pF pwi qXˆwi ξq, where w i are isometries corresponding to the decomposition of U into irreducibles such that Σ i pw i wi q is the projection onto the component of ε. This implies the mutual orthogonality of the spaces A U x @x P Ω, but 1 A P A ε hence T a pA U x q " 0 for all x " ε. The component A ε " EndpMq b B s is a unital C˚-algebra and using (29) , by restriction a is a coaction of G on the C˚-algebra A ε and T a pA ε q Ă A ε , which implies that A a " T a pAq " T a pA ε q Ă A ε and by Lemma 3.4, A a is a unital C˚-subalgebra of A ε . Therefore A is a right pre-Hilbert A a -module. The map T α is completely positive, the C˚-algebra A a is unital, and the number of the components A U x is finite, so the multiplication on the left gives a faithful˚-representation A Ñ LpAq. One can extend a to the C˚-completion A of A using the reasoning from the proof of [6] , Proposition 4.4.
The map V on A b B defined by Xpa b bq " apaqp1 A b bq, extends (due to the invariance of h) to a partial isometry on the right Hilbert A a -module A b H h . The direct calculation shows that the formula a : a Þ Ñ V pa b 1 B qV˚gives the needed extension of the coaction. 6 Equivalence of categories Definition 6.1 Let pA, aq be a unital G-C˚-algebra and A ε be its spectral C˚-subalgebra corresponding to the trivial corepresentation ε. The spectral functor associated with pA, aq is a functor F : UCoreppGq Ñ CorrpA ε q defined as follows: for any U P UCoreppGq, put F pUq " tX P H U b Bs
where tξ i u is an orthonormal basis in H U . Then F pεq " A ε , all F pUq are A ε -bimodules, and A ε -valued inner product of X " Σ i pξ i b Bs a i q, Y " Σ i pξ i b Bs b i q P F pUq defined by ă X, Y ą:" Σ i pai b i q, does not depend on the choice of tξ i u. Putting also F pT q :" T b id for morphisms, we have a unitary functor respecting tensor products: if X " Σ i pξ i b Bs a i q P F pUq, Y " Σ j pη j b Bs b j q P F pV q, U, V P UCoreppGq, then the maps J U,V : X b Y Þ Ñ Y 23 X 13 are A ε -bilinear isometries between F pUq b Aε F pV q and F pU j V q. Remark 6.2 1) The spectral functor pF, Jq associated with a G-C˚-algebra pA, aq is a weak unitary tensor functor. Indeed, properties (i) -(iv) are immediate, and (v) follows by observing that the adjoint of the map
is given by SY pZq " Y2 3 Z. Namely, if Y " Σ i pη j b Bs a j q and Z " Σ i,j pξ i b Bs η j b Bs z i,j q for some orthonormal bases tξ i u P H U and tη j u P H V , then
2) The spectral subspaces A U can be recovered from F pUq using the canonical surjective maps
which are isomorphisms for irreducible U.
Theorem 6.3 Fix a regular coconnected finite quantum groupoid G and a C˚-algebra C. By associating to a G-C˚-algebra pA, aq its spectral functor, we get a bijection between isomorphism classes of triples pA, a, ψq, where ψ : C Ñ A is an embedding such that A ε " ψpCq, and natural unitary monoidal isomorphism classes of weak tensor functors UCoreppGq Ñ CorrpCq.
Proof. Isomorphic G-C˚-algebras produce naturally unitarily monoidally isomorphic weak unitary tensor functors, and vice versa. It remains to show that up to some isomorphisms these constructions are mutually inverse.
Let pA, aq be a G-C˚-algebra with its spectral C˚-subalgebra A ε corresponding to the trivial corepresentation of G, and let F be the associated spectral functor. As F is a weak unitary tensor functor, Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7 allow to construct a unital G-˚-algebra pA F , a F q. One can check that linear maps sending ppX b ξq to pξ b idqX P A U , for any pX b ξq P F pUq b H U pU P UCoreppGqq, define a unital G-equivariant homomorphism of algebras. In order to show that it is˚-preserving, fix irreducibles U x and an orthonormal basis tξ i u in H x @x PĜ. For an element X " Σ i pξ i b Bs a i q P F pU x q, we compute, using Lemma 5.5 and identity (30):
Then the image of the element pX b ξq˚" ppX ‚ b ξ ‚ q " ppX ‚ bĜ 1{2 ξq P A F equals to Σ j pĜ 1{2 ξ,Ĝ´1 {2 ξ j qaj " pΣ j pξ j , ξqa j q˚, which shows that the homomorphism is˚-preserving. Passing to the C˚-completion, we have the first part of the proof. Conversely, let us start with a unitary weak tensor functor F , construct a unital G-C˚-algebra pA F , a F q, and consider the spectral functor F 1 associated with it. For any irreducible U x P UCoreppGq, x P Ω, fix an orthonrmal basis tξ i u P H x , then the space F 1 pU x q consists of vectors of the form Σ i pξ i bX bξ i q,
Lemma 5.5 and the fact that the morphism R U x : B s Ñ U x j U x is an isometry imply that the last expression equals to ă X, Y ą, so the isomorphisms F pU x q -F 1 pU x q are unitary and extend uniquely to a natural unitary isomorphism of functors F and F 1 . Finally, one can check directly that this isomorphism is monoidal.P roposition 6.4 Let G be a regular coconnected finite quantum groupoid and M be a strict right UCoreppGq-module C˚-category with generator M. If pA, aq is a unital G-C˚-algebra constructed by this data in Lemma 5.7, then the category D A (see Definition 4.1) is unitarily equivalent, as a UCoreppGqmodule C˚-category, to M, via an equivalence sending A to M.
Proof. As we have seen, pF, Jq is a weak tensor functor. Note that there are canonical isomorphisms of vector spaces F pUq -D A pA, U b Bs Aq that map Σ i pξ i b Bs a i q P F pUq into the morphism a Þ Ñ Σ i pξ i b Bs a i aq. Therefore, the spectral functor is naturally unitarily monoidally isomorphic to the weak tensor functor from where, using (31) and monoidality of ψ, we get EpT Qq " EpT qEpQq, which means that ψJ 1 pP b Sq " JpψpP q b ψpSqq. Therefore, E is a functor, and since it is surjective on objects and fully faithful, it is an equivalence of linear categoriesD A andM .
Next, let us show that E is unitary, i.e., EpT˚q " EpT q˚on morphisms. First, let T : A Ñ U b Bs A. Since ψ is unitary and ψ| A " id A , we have for any S : A Ñ U b Bs A:
EpT q˚EpSq " ψpT q˚ψpSq "ă ψpT q, ψpSq ą"ă T, S ą" " T˚S " EpT˚Sq " EpT˚qEpSq.
As S is arbitrary, this implies that EpT˚q " EpT q˚, and using (31), we also have EppT b idq˚q " EpT b idq˚. But any morphism inD A is a composition of two morphisms: one of the above form T b id V and another of the form id M b S for some morphism S in UCoreppGq. As a consequence of (31), we have Epid M b Sq˚" pid M b Sq˚" Eppid M b Sq˚q, it follows that E is unitary.
Further, if we define J " J U bA,V : V b Bs EpU b Bs Aq Ñ EppV j Uq b Bs Aq to be the identity maps, the relations (31) show that we get a natural isomorphism of bilinear functors¨b Ep¨q and Ep¨b¨q. Therefore, pE, Jq is a unitary equivalence of UCoreppGq-C˚-module categoriesD A andM.
Finally, since D A and M are completions of these categories with respect to subobjects, the equivalence betweenD A andM extends uniquely, up to a natural unitary isomorphism, to a unitary equivalence between the UCoreppGq-C˚-module categories D A and M.N ow we are ready to prove Theorem 1.1. Proof. Due to the previous proposition, it remains to show that two unital G-C˚-algebras, pA 1 , a 1 q and pA 2 , a 2 q, are isomorphic if and only if the pairs pD A 1 , A 1 q and pD A 2 , A 2 q are unitarily equivalent.
First, given such equivalent pairs, we have the isomorphism of the corresponding spectral subalgebras pA 1 q ε " EndpM 1 q and pA 2 q ε " EndpM 2 q.
Identifying the above algebras via this isomorphism, we have a natural unitary monoidal isomorphism of the weak tensor functors constructed in Proposition 5.3 which implies a natural unitary monoidal isomorphism of the corresponding spectral functors. Now theorem 6.3 gives the needed isomorphism of unital G-C˚-algebras. Conversely, isomorphic unital G-C˚-algebras clearly produce unitarily equivalent classes of pairs of the form pM, Mq.N ote that: (i) one can precise the definition of the equivalence of module functors between pairs pM, Mq as in [6] , Theorem 6.4; (ii) under the above equivalence, the unital C˚-algebra A ε is isomorphic to End M pMq b B s .
Corollary 6.5 Let M be a strict left module C˚-category over a strict rigid finite C˚-tensor category C, M be a generator in M, and denote by R the unital C˚-algebra EndpMq. Then there exist a regular biconnected finite quantum groupoid G (even with commutative base) and a unital G-C˚-algebra pA, aq such that C is equivalent to UCoreppGq as C˚-tensor categories and M is equivalent to D A as left UCoreppGq-module C˚-categories via an equivalence that maps M to A.
Indeed, the existence of G is guaranteed by Theorem 2.21, and the second statement -by Proposition 6.4. Corollary 6.6 If G is regular and coconnected, then A ε " A a αpB s q. Indeed, we have seen that A ε " End M pMqbB s and that A a " End M pMq.
Example 6.7 The C˚-algebra B with coproduct ∆ viewed as G-C˚-algebra, corresponds to the UCoreppGq-module C˚-category Corr f pB s q with generator M " B s : for any element U P UCoreppGq and N P Corr f pB s q, one defines U b N :" F pUq b Bs N, where the functor F : UCoreppGq Ñ Corr f pB s q pF pUq " H U q is the forgetful functor. Indeed, if one identifies MpB s , H U q with H U , we get an isomorphism of the algebraÃ constructed from the pair pM, Mq ontoB " À U pH U b H U q and then an isomorphism A -B " À xPĜ pH x b H x q such that p :Ã Ñ A turns into the mapB Ñ B sending ξ b η P H U b H U into the matrix coefficient U ξ,η .
